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TV Encoding

Once you’ve got equipment ready for capturing live digital TV, you’ll be in a position
to save all your recorded shows as files onto your hard drive. This guide will take you
through the process of converting these files into XviD encoded .avi files ready for
sharing.

Tools Required:

1) A copy of VideoReDo Plus – Not the best piece of software in the world, but
it’s frame accurate which makes it one of the best tools available for editing.
Either buy a copy, recommended, or look somewhere like Demonoid.

2) Gordian Knot – This suite of tools will make the encoding process into a
simple GUI making life a lot easier than typing a lot of commands at a prompt.
Download GK from http://gordianknot.sourceforge.net/

3) XviD codec – Download the latest stable release from: http://www.koepi.org/
xvid.shtml

There are many other tools and software available for the process. Some are better
than others. Some are more accurate than others. Some will work on a Mac, many
don’t. Some will work under Linux, many won’t. I recommend these tools for
Windows users only.

You may have come across similar tools that you prefer, if so..use them. But if you
want accurate encoding, don’t use tools like Auto-GK – which were designed for
people who don’t know what they are doing. This guide is designed to avoid
compromise like that.

Configuring your software

When installing and running VideoReDo for the first time it will take you through a
series of prompts. Answer them appropriately for the file formats you wish to use.
When prompted, tell VideoReDo you want to use it in ‘Scene’ mode.

Gordian Knot should be configured slightly on a per torrent basis, but there are some
defaults you should ensure are selected. I’ll take you through all the areas that need
configuring below.

The XviD codec has lots of options to configure. Once installed, look for the XviD
group on your Windows start menu and choose the ‘Configure Encoder’ option. You
will then see a dialog like the one below.



At this point, it’s easier for me to just to screen dump my settings for you to copy. I
will explain some of them as I go along though. Note: Ignore the target sizes, as
these will change each time you do an encode.

Profile @ Level: Ensure it’s set to Advanced Simple @ L5 and then click “more…”



Choose Quantization type of H.263. Other option can be higher quality, but are slower
to encode and can be overkill. H.263 is just fine for our purpose.

Ensure all the other options are set as required. For example, if Quarter Pixel (often
known a Q-Pel) is enabled, your encoded video won’t play back on many standalone
players. The B-VOP settings are also important. There’s a lot of myths surrounding
these settings, but the ones above are used by ‘The Scene’ and should be just fine for
all viewers. ‘Packed bitstream’ also raises a few eyebrows as it’s not incompatible
with a few players. Other players depend on it. Leaving it turned on will ensure
compatibility for the most people, so ensure it’s enabled.

Ignoring the Level tab, which should already be set to Advanced Simple @ L5, click
on the Aspect Ratio tab.



Ensure you’re set to Square (default) as above. Don’t change this unless you really
know what you are doing…there’s no need.

Click OK.



Now ensure you have ‘Twopass – 2nd pass’ selected and click ‘more…’.

Incidentally, a Twopass encode is the highest quality. The encoder effectively does a
dummy run first to see which areas of the video needs the highest bitrate. For
example, high action scenes like a fire in a building would require a much higher
bitrate in your final video to prevent the picture breaking up into blocks. A fairly static
scene, like a talk show with a plain background, won’t need as many screen updates
so the bitrate can be minimised. By doing the 2-pass encode, you ensure the areas of
the video that need a high bitrate get enough by taking bitrate away from ‘quieter’
scenes. Note:Again, ignore the target size, it will be changed for each encode.



On the 2nd pass config, there should be nothing to change – unless your differ from the
ones above. Ignore the filename dialog, this will change after every encode.

Click OK.



Click Zone Options, copy the settings below, click OK.



Back at the front page, shown above, click the ‘more…’ button in the ‘Quality preset’
section.



Copy the settings avove, the ‘Turbo’ option can really help. Then click Quantization
and confirm your settings are as below. Then Click OK to return to front page.



Back at the front page, click the “Other Options…” button.



You’ll see I’ve disabled the option to ‘Display encoding status’. This is a personal
preference as it just opens another window up that has no real benefit, it just gets in
the way. If you want to see it, check the box, if not disable it like I have.

The decoder tab has no effect on the encode process. The 3rd tab should be as below:



XviD is now configured.

Click OK and OK again to close the encoder config.

We’re now ready to start editing and encoding a TV show.



Editing your TV Show

Open VideoRedo and then open your video file. This will hopefully be in a .ts file or
similar.

You’ll see in the example above that I’ve launched straight into the end of the show
before, this is common if you record a couple of mins before or after each show.

Using the cursor keys on your keyboard, scroll to the first frame of your TV show.
Pressing the RightArrow key will skip 1 frame at a time. Pressing ShiftRight will skip
one second at a time and pressing CtrlRight will shit 1minute at a time. So skip
minutes, then seconds, then frames to optimise the skipping process.

Ensure you get the FIRST FULL FRAME.

For example:



Above is the last frame of the Channel 4 logo. Wrong place to be.

Above is a frame that’s half the C4 logo and half the new show. Wrong place again.



Now the new show has started. This is the point you need, so click ‘Sel. Start’.

You’ll see the little I marker moves up to where the cursor is on the timeline.



Getting these selections frame perfect is essential. Each show on digital TV has a
different audio stream. The audio and video have to be played back in perfect sync,
otherwise the mouths on screen do not match the sound; what’s known as a sync
error…a common cause of bad encodes. During the encode process, Gordian Knot
will measure the sync to ensure your output file is correct. If you include just one
frame that isn’t the show, you may well get a bad encode. This is particularly
important at the start of the show as this is the first point of reference when encoding.
You may realise at this point why some downloads are just fine until the first advert
break and then out of sync from that point onwards. Sometimes 3 or 4 part shows are
split and encoded in part by different people. It only takes one of them to get it wrong
and some or all of the show may be wrong.

Now skip through the show to the advert break. Again make sure you get the very last
FULL FRAME.

Not the one with a Big Brother logo appearing!



When you’ve got the right frame, click ‘Sel. End’ and then ‘Add Selection’.



You’ll see part of the timeline goes green to show the piece you’ve selected and the
‘scene list’ shows the timings of that first selection.

Repeat for each part of the show up to the end. Ensure you only include frames of the
show.

You’ll see above that my show is in 2-parts and the total length, with the adverts
removed, is 24mins 9.07secs.

Now click Save As…



At this point I usually copy/paste the default filename and create a folder with that
name to save the output file into. This helps in the encode process as it keeps all the
files for that show in one place.

For convenience, save your output file as an MPEG Program Stream (.mpg) file.
VideoRedo will do all the chopping, editing etc. necessary for this. You can make this
the default output type in the VideoReDo options.

When you’re happy with your save location etc. click Save.

VideoRedo will then do it’s stuff.



Job done.

Any reported errors can be ignored at this point, but you must ensure you test the file
before uploading.

Now your file is edited, you’re ready to encode. Close VideoRedo and open Gordian
Knot. Now skip to the section entitled Encoding Your Show.



DVD Ripping

You may not have a TV capture card or similar and, instead, may wish to use a DVD
source instead. No problem, Gordian Knot will help with this.

Open Gordian Knot

You’ll see the first tab on the Ripping tab is called ‘Rip the VOBs’. This is what we
will use by clicking the button with the picture of a disc on it.

Video on retail DVDs is stored encrypted in mpeg2 format, but .vob files are used as a
container. A disc may contain many different VOBs which are up to 1GB in size each.
In the case of a movie, it’s usually spread across all the VOBs on the disc. In the case
of TV, an episode will span one of more of the VOBs on the disc. The trick is to
extract just the date you need from the disc and encode that, having already decrypted
it.

If you haven’t done so already, click the disc icon to open DVD-decrypter.



DVD Decrypter loads and shows the content of one of your DVD drives. No disc is
mounted in the current disc. You can rip the content from physical discs, or even from
a disc image you may have that has been mounted using Alcohol 110% or similar
drive emulators. Ripping from a disc image can be a lot faster.

If you click the Mode menu, you will see 3 main modes, File, IFO or ISO.

First choose mode ISO…write.



ISO write mode allows you to burn .ISO images you may have to disc. It’s no use for
ripping at all, but can be handy if you’ve downloaded an image and want to burn it to
DVD.

Now choose Mode ISO..read.

This allows you to create a disc image from the disc in the drive. Choose a destination
and click the green arrow. Job done.



Now choose Mode..File

This will show you the contents of the disc in native format. You can extract this as is
by clicking the green arrow. This can be useful if you want to copy a large disc and
then use DVD Shrink or some other tool to then shrink that down and burn it on a
smaller 4.7GB blank DVD-R.

Now choose Mode…IFO.



IFO mode uses the index that’s supplied on the disc to display it in a similar way to
how it would show on your DVD player. You’ll see that you can select different
chapters etc.

On this disc, there are 3 episodes that are approximately 1 hour long. It’s clear that
these are represented by PGC 2, PGC3 and PGC4. If you wanted to extract them all in
one go, PGC1 could be used. Instead, we’ll select PGC2.



You can see that this episode is 59mins 2 secs long and is a PAL 25fps video. Now
click the stream processing tab.

Here you can choose which streams you want to include. For example, you can
exclude the subtitles and any foreign language audio tracks. In this example, I’m
going to extract the lot and ignore the extracted subtitles later. This avoids the
decryption process having to do much process which is quicker in theory.

Choose a suitable destination and then click the play button.



Now you just have to wait for a few minutes while the VOB files are extracted. A new
set of VOBs will be created in your target folder containing just the selected content.
You’ll see from the screenshot that it could be quicker, but DVD reading isn’t that
fast. Making an ISO first and then mounting that as a virtual drive can be a lot
quicker.

Encoding Your Show

Before getting this far, ensure you’ve edited. Chopping out all the adverts and stuff
beforehand will help minimise the likelihood of sync errors.

Now, if you haven’t already, open Gordian Knot.

Gordian Knot, or GK, is a complex looking beast that is pretty simple really. You
work your way through the tabs, top to bottom, left to right.

Step 1 – Rip the VOBs

This step isn’t required, unless you’re ripping DVDs. If required, you can use this
stage to extract vob files from a DVD in order to encode them. Usage of DVD
Decrypter is covered in the previous section.

Step 2 – Prepare the VOBs.

Click the icon in this section and DGIndex will open.



Do not be afraid. Simply click File..Open and point it to the file you just saved in
VideoRedo. For TV sources, you’re only encoding one file, so just click OK and then
your opened file will appear. For DVD-Rips, add each VOB file in the extract folder
one at a time as shown below then click OK.



You may recognise the first frame of the edited show from the VideoRedo guide
above.

You’ll see black borders around the image, this will be fixed later. You’ll see an
option for marking a start/end on the timeline. DON’T USE IT, this is highly
inaccurate and often results in sync errors and other issues.

All you need to do now is just click File..Save Project..Save…accepting the defaults.
DGIndex will then go ahead and do it’s stuff.

How long is takes depends on the speed of your machine, particularly the hard drive.
Some people save the output d2v file on a different drive for performance, but I find it
easier just to keep all the files together in one place.



While encoding you’ll see various bits of info. Important is the aspect ratio (AR)
which is 16:9 widescreen. This guide is only designed for widescreen input files. The
frame size of 704x576 shows this is a full quality pdtv capture.

When you get the ‘FINISH’ appear, you can close DGIndex.

Now switch back to GK and click the ‘Open’ button on the bottom left. Point it to the
d2v file you just created.

You should now see a preview window appear.



From the view menu choose ‘Resized’ and, if it’s a bit big on your screen, also choose
the half size option. There’s also an ‘always on top’ option if you feel the need.

Switch back to GK and click on the Bitrate tab.

Ensure AVI is selected as the container and then click ‘Calculate Average Bitrate’ in
the Mode selection. Many people choose the other option here, but I cap to scene
specifications which demand the first option. You can either choose the bitrate OR the



output filesize. Some people prefer to specify a fixed bitrate, as they don’t want to
worry about the length of the file. This isn’t always ideal though as it can lead to
shows being very different lengths. By fixing the filesize, you ensure that all episodes
of a show are almost exactly the same. A fixed size will also optimise the number of
episodes that will fit on a CD-R if archiving to disc. For example, a 700MB disc will
hold 1 x 700MB show, 2 x 350MB, 3 x 233MB or 4 x 175MB. This may seem
obvious, but many people don’t recognise this which can make it difficult to save files
to a CD.

Check all the other settings are correct, audio bitrate should be 128kBit/s. Audio1
should be ‘vbr mp3’ and Codec must be XviD.

Some of these settings may conflict with other info you have been given. For example,
some people may tell you to use ‘cbr mp3’ instead of vbr. This is because cbr is much
easier to edit, if you edit vbr files it’s too easy for them to go out of sync. But
remember, we’ve already edited our files so it’s no risk to us at all so we get the
benefit of higher quality vbr audio.

Also, if we were to set the filesize and then edit the adverts out afterwards, we would
again have an odd sizes output file which varied depending on the amount of adverts.
Additionally, we’d be wasting a LOT of time encoding video that we didn’t need in
the end file…pointless. There is no good reason to edit a file after the encode process,
it just leaves too much room for errors and inconsistency.

In the example above you will see my video length is 24mins 9secs and the output file
size is 233MB. Recommended file sizes are below:

23min show 175MB
30min show 233MB
45min show 350MB
60min show 466MB – Updated for V2 as 700MB was overkill.
90min show 700MB

These are optimised for burning to CD. Many people make a 60min show 450MB or
700MB, it’s personal preference. 466MB allows a 233MB show to fit on the same
disc when burning. For a DVD-Rip I’d use 700MB to allow better quality.

Once you’ve set the setting appropriate, move on to the Resolution tab.



You’ll likely see ‘other’ has already been selected under ‘Input Resolution’. This was
set from your d2v file that you opened, so leave it as is; along with the 16:9 setting.
These should never need to be changed.

Next select the output resolution:

BBC1 – 608 x 336
BBC2 – 608 x 336
ITV1 – 624 x 352
C4 – 624 x 352
C5 – 624 x 352

Many other stations, like E4 or ITV2,  broadcast in a much lower resolution. For these
I choose the maximum resolution possible whilst ensuring the W-Zoom and H-Zoom
remain no larger than 100%. Over the output width is something like 512 x 288. This
explains why shows like Coronation Street or Hollyoaks are poor quality when capped
from repeats on ITV2 or E4. Note: When capping from these lower res channels,
override the input resolution settings and click ‘PAL’. This maintains the aspect
ratio during encoding (thanks Gamma).

For DVD I would normally use 640 x 352 or similar. This is much lower quality than
the CD, but keeps file sizes down. If anybody wants higher quality, they should buy
the DVD.

As the show I am encoding is from Channel 4, I’ve set it to 624 x 336.

W-Modul and H-Modul should always be set to 16 to ensure compatibility with
playback devices.



Only after you’ve set the output resolution, move on to the cropping section.

First click disable, to reset the existing settings, then click the Pixel option. All the
borders to the right should now be set to zero.

You’ll now need your preview window visible. ‘Always on top’ may be sensible at
this point.



You may see a black line at the top and bottom of my image. We need to get rid of
these and any others like them.

Firstly, whether there is any black or not, set the bottom crop setting to 4. If there is
still any black at the bottom add some more but ensure 4 is set as a minimum.

This will remove some of the blurring that may occur at the bottom of your video file
after encoding, it’s simply chopped off.

Now add crop settings to each side as necessary to clean off all the black borders.
Scroll the slider along the timeline to see different parts of your show. Often the
borders will vary in different parts of the show, for example during outside broadcasts
in news bulletins.



Shown above, my crop settings are now set to get rid of all the black. I only had a bit
at the top and bottom, none at the sides. You will see, however, that there is an Aspect
Error of 2.0%. This is unacceptable. Your Aspect Error should be 0.0% or, at most,
0.1%. To get it right, you need to crop the sides to even out the cropping you had to do
top and bottom. Sometimes you may need to add top/bottom crop to even out the side
cropping, it depends on the source material.

Essentially, add cropping on each side until the Aspect Error is minimal.



You’ll see that adding 8 left and 6 right got me an error of 0.0%...perfect. It may seem
a bit unusual but you’ll get used to doing this as you perform more encodes.

Now, skipping the Subtitles/Chapter tab (not required0 go to the Options tab.

Under XviD default codec settings, click First Pass.



Your settings should be as below, e.g. Twopass – 1st pass and all the other options as
per the configuring section earlier on. Double check them to make sure. Click OK.
Do the same with the second pass options.



This time you’ll see the encoding type is Twopass – 2nd pass.

You must ensure all these settings are correct and the 1st and 2nd pass have the same
settings. If they don’t match, you’re 1st pass won’t be optimising it and it may as well
not happen. When confirmed click OK.

All options are now configured, switch back to your video preview window.

Double check all the black borders are gone and then click “Save & Encode”.

Some ‘experts’ will wonder why I haven’t mentioned the “Set Credit Start” button.
This is intended for you to be able to mark when the end credits start in the show and
lower the bitrate on this section, to ensure the main show is of a higher quality. A
good idea in theory, but utterly pointless.

If you want people to be able to read the credits, they need to be a decent quality, so
this feature is not an option. If you don’t want people to be able to read the credit, you
may as well edit them out completely and save on space. Ultimately, the 2-pass
encoding will optimise the bandwidth needed for the credits and make the end result
perfectly good.

So, go ahead and click the ‘Save & Encode’ button.



Your now prompted to save another file, this time an .avs file. This will store all the
encoding settings required. The defaults are rubbish, for example there is no de-
interlace. You don’t need to worry about what de-interlacing is, just know you need to
do it. Change the settings to the ones below.



Yes, there are other filters available. Yes there are other de-int options, some of them
better, but these are the ones recommended by ‘The Scene’ as giving the best balance
between quality and encoding time.

All set, click Save & Encode again.



Save the output file by clicking save.



Now you need to choose an audio file. You don’t know it, but you did it earlier when
using DGIndex, so it should be in the same folder as your .d2v file; now you’re
beginning to realise why I keep them all in one place.

Click ‘Select’ and browse for the .mpa file which has the same filename as your show.



Click open.



Now the audio file is open, all your settings should be correct. 128kBit/sec AVR mp3
is the default, this is correct. Mux is enabled and the correct delay set, in this case
there is no delay, but this will vary from show to show…hence the importance of
editing correctly before encoding.

All good…click the XviD tab.



No need to check the XviD settings, you’ve checked the defaults, so just click Add
Job to Encoding Queue.

Yes you do. If not prompted, hit start encoding manually.

The different phases of encoding will now begin, starting with BESweet.exe which
will sort out the audio for your final file.

After that, the 1st pass XviD encode will kick in, then the 2nd pass; which will take a
little longer than the first.

On a high spec machine, it should take about 1min to encode 1min of video, so expect
at least half an hour for a 30min show.



Once the encode is done, the video and audio files will be merged into your final .avi
file.

The output .avi file will be exactly the size you specified, or up to 1MB smaller.

Playback your output file and check for sync errors. Play sections of video about
2mins into the show, then somewhere in the middle, then a few mins from the end. If
the sync is good, you’re ready to upload.


